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Drinking & Nightlife
- Drinking & Nightlife
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Entertainment
- Entertainment
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- Shopping
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- Internet
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- Tram
- Underground station
- Other Transport
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Routes
- Tollway
- Freeway
- Primary
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- Lane
- Unsealed road
- Road under construction
- Plaza/Mall
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- Tunnel
- Pedestrian overpass
- Walking Tour
- Walking Tour detour
- Path/Walking Trail

Boundaries
- International
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- Disputed
- Regional/Suburb
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Hydrography
- River, Creek
- Intermittent River
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- Water
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- Reef

Areas
- Airport/Runway
- Beach/Desert
- Cemetery (Christian)
- Cemetery (Other)
- Glacier
- Mudflat
- Park/Forest
- Sight (Building)
- Sportsground
- Swamp/Mangrove
OUR STORY

A beat-up old car, a few dollars in the pocket and a sense of adventure. In 1972 that’s all Tony and Maureen Wheeler needed for the trip of a lifetime – across Europe and Asia overland to Australia. It took several months, and at the end – broke but inspired – they sat at their kitchen table writing and stapling together their first travel guide, Across Asia on the Cheap. Within a week they’d sold 1500 copies. Lonely Planet was born. Today, Lonely Planet has offices in Franklin, London, Melbourne, Oakland, Dublin, Beijing and Delhi, with more than 600 staff and writers. We share Tony’s belief that ‘a great guidebook should do three things: inform, educate and amuse’.
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Kingston, Blue Mountains & Southeast Coast; Ocho Rios, Port Antonio & North Coast

Paul Clammer has worked as a molecular biologist, tour leader and travel writer. Since 2003 he has worked as a guidebook author for Lonely Planet, contributing to over 25 Lonely Planet titles, covering swathes of South and Central Asia, West and North Africa and the Caribbean. In recent years he’s lived in Morocco, Jordan, Haiti and Fiji, as well as his native England. Find him online at paulclammer.com or on Twitter as @paulclammer. Paul also researched and wrote the Plan, Understand and Survival Guide chapters.

Anna Kaminski
Montego Bay & Northwest Coast; South Coast & Central Highlands; Negril & West Coast

Having majored in Caribbean and Latin American history at university and having lived in Kingston and worked in Jamaica’s prisons and ghettos in 2006, Anna was thrilled to research Jamaica for Lonely Planet a second time. On this occasion, she drove the scenic and often gnarly back roads of west Jamaica, visited numerous plantation houses, hiked through rugged Cockpit Country, attended the Maroon Festival, attended the country’s second-largest reggae gig and went to Boston Bay in search of Jamaica’s best jerk pork. When not on the road for Lonely Planet, Anna calls London home.